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'Thirty days hath September April, June, and November All the rest have thirty-on- e Except for February alone Which has
twenty-eigh- t days or In a leap year, adds one more."
Ancient Mnemonic Rhyme
Students
Elena Mityushina '08 and Ted Hickey '08 make phone calls for
Barack Obarna's campaign. Both C;O.W. Students for Barack
Obama and C.O.W. Students for Hillary Clinton havelaeen
working hard to prepare for the March 4 primary (Photo by Drew
Glassroth).
Missie Bender
Arts and Entertainment Editor
This pasfweekend was an important
one for the students who have taken on
time-consumi- ng leadership positions
to voice tlieir opinion on Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama for both
Democratic political groups on cam-
pus. The College of Wooster Students
for Hillary Clinton and The College of
Wooster Students for Barack Obania
Environmental studies minor to
be offered for next academic year
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster will insti-
tute a new minor for the 2008-200- 9
academic year.
' The new minor will be environ-
mental studies. "The goal of the
minor is to help students combine
the methods and knowledge from
multiple disciplines to understand
environmental issues,". said
W'hitmane-William- s, professor of
psychology Susan Clayton.
The minor, an interdepartmental
program that will span the humani-
ties, social sciences and natural sci-
ences, will require six courses in
biology, chemistry, geology, econom-
ics, political science, psychology,
english, philosophy and religious
studies.
In addition to existing courses, an
interdepartmental core course called
Environmental Analysis and Action
(environmental studies 200) will
provide the foundation. The course
is still in development, and because
it has prerequisites, it will not be
offered in the upcoming 2008-200- 9
academic year. ,
However, Clayton stated that the
course is "very consciously interde-
partmental" and will be team taught
with one natural science professor
and one humanities or social science
professor. '
In addition, the course will seek to
"integrate what students have
learned thus far," continued Clayton,
and "foster a community of environ-
mental studies minors."
.
Though there are no plans yet for
the development of an environmen
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campaigned around Ohio for their spe-
cific candidate. The primary goal of
both organizations is to inform voters.
Anthropology major Sarah Green-Gola- n
'09 is the Lead Coordinator for
C.O.W Students for Hillary Clinton.
Green-Golan-
's main objective is to get
down to the important issues that
Clinton focuses on and to alert the stu--de- nt
body of that information.
"C.O.W. Students for Hillary
Clinton agrees that the President of
tal studies major at Wooster, Clayton
said it could be a possibility in the
distant future. "The program com-
mittee is glad to start the program
this fall. We expect it will continue
to develop and grow in the coming
years." By constructing an interde-
partmental minor, Clayton said,
"The committee hopes to help stu-
dents use their knowledge base in a
traditional discipline to research
their environmental interests."
"We're hoping that the
environmental studies
minor will be some-
what unique. It will
encourage people to
not restrict their learn-
ing to the classroom,
but rather apply it to
the campus and com-
munity."
Susan Clayton
Professor of Psychology
Strong student and faculty inter-
est prompted a proposal td former
President R. Stanton Hales to allo-
cate discretionary funds from the
Hewlett Mellon grant. A faculty
workshop and visiting consultants
helped develop the minor proposal.
"This idea was discussed for a long
time," said Clayton. Questions
included the distribution of academ-
ic resources and the structure of the
program.
Karin Johnson, photo editor
rebuts Joseph McCarthy's
characterization of the liber-
al approach to women's
rights. See more on page 3.
Steve Dipangrazio '10 dis-
cusses Sen. John McCain's
potential in the presidential
race.. Find out more on
page 3.
the United States should be a brilliant,
capable leader w ith a proven record of
standing up for her principles.
Clinton has done this for over 35
years and her experience and values
make her, as she says 'uniquely quali-
fied' for the. role of President,"
Green-Gola- n said.
She added that Ohio is a very impor-
tant state in terms of voting. "Our
group feels lucky that we are in Ohio,
and we are strong enough to show
others that we are not scared of going
against the grain by supporting
Clinton."
Representing the other side of the
divide is Ted Hickey '08, the chapter
leader for C.O.W. Students for Barack
Obama. "My role as Chapter
Coordinator is to organize the Obama
campaign efforts here on campus and
turn out as many students, staff and
faculty for Senator Obama as possible
on March 4," Hickey said.
Hickey and Green-Gola- n are both
responsible for coordinating and
organizing-publicity- , meeting times
and events between their campaign
and the College. Something else that
Hickey and Green-Gola- n have in com-
mon is that they both use Facebook to
publicize their campaign. Green-Gola- n
uses this social Web site to get
an accurate estimate on the number of
students involved in the campaign.
Jeremy Dominik '09, an adniinistra- -
tor for the C.O.W. Students for Hillary
campaign, noted that phone calls keep
people up to date on what is going on
for
"It was a matter of getting enough
faculty together," she conceded.
Approximately 13 faculty are
involved with the program.
The environmental studies pro-
gram committee currently includes
Assistant Professor of biology
Richard Lehtinen, Professor of reli
gious studies Charles Hammer, Lew is
M. and Marian Senter Nixon
Professor of natural resources and
Professor of geology Mark Wilson
and Assistant Professor of chemistry
Melissa Schultz.
There are no plans to hire an envi-
ronmental studies professor right
now.
"We hope that as the program
becomes established, other depart-
ments will contribute courses," said
Clayton. "Other faculty have already
expressed an interest in the pro-
gram's development," Clayton added.
Clayton emphasized the program
as a reflection of the College's
strategic plan. The environmental
studies minor embodies the mission
to educate students to become
"responsible members of the larger
community" through "students, fac-
ulty, and staff working together to
protect the environment."
"Being a responsible and educated
citizen in today's world," argued
Clayton, "requires an understanding
of environmental issues."
"We're hoping that the environ-
mental studies minor will be some-
what unique. It will encourage peo-
ple to not restrict their learning to
the classroom, but rather apply it to
the campus and community," said
Clayton.
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Returning Studehts Photo
Contest winners showcase
their work, sharing experi-
ences from abroad. Read
more on page 4.
with the campaign. "This past week-
end, I went canvassing and made
phone calls," he said.
C.O.W Students for Barack Obama
did similar campaigning. Hickey noted
that communication all around Ohio is
imperative. 'This past weekend, 23
members of our organization
knocked on over 400 doors in the local
community, engaged , in visibility
efforts at the North End shopping cen-
ter and attended Obama's rally in
Akron," he said. Similarly, Green-Gola- n
stated that visibility is key in
primary elections.
Green-Gola- n stressed the impor-- "
"I believe Senator0
Clinton when she tells
us that if you don't
start out covering
everyone, you will
never achieve universal
healthcare."
Sarah Green-Gola- n
Lead Coordinator,
Students For Hillary Clinton
tance of voting for Clinton because she
is the only candidate offering universal
healthcare, noting that Clinton was the
only candidate to even suggest such a
plan back in the 1990s.
"Since 'her plan mandates coverage
Brecht's "Good Woman"
baffles Wooster audience
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Shen Te (Meredith Overcash '09) thinks longingly of her love
while Shu Fu (Dave Walton '08) looks on in the College's pro-
duction of Bertolt Brecht's "Good Woman of Setzuan," per-
formed this past weekend (Photo courtesy OPI).
I o&e
Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
"The Good Woman of Setzuan"
sets lofty goals, styling itself as a
morality tale and a meditation on
human greed and survival.
It was a brave attempt to bring
something new and artistic to
Freedlander Theatre last weekend,
though the result of this great effort
amounts to a confused and off-p- ut
Professor of music Jeffrey
Lindberg conducted the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
this past Sunday in McGaw
Chapel.
F 1
mocfat
for everyone, while Sen. Obama's man-
dates cover only for children,
Newsweek and other sources tell us
that experts estimate between 15 to 26
million people would not be covered. I
believe Senator Clinton when she tells
us that if you don't start out covering
everyone, you will never achieve uni-
versal healthcare." She also applauds
Clinton's unique future creation of
"green-coll- ar jobs," stating that they
are jobs to create and maintain energy-efficienc- y.
"I also support her comprehensive
plan to get us out of Iraq and I also
support how she stands up for the
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
(LGBT) community. Policy-wis- e, I'm
allHRC," Green-Gol- an said.
Hickey campaigns for Obama for
more general reasons. "Before we can
change the way we act as a nation, we
must change the way we think about.,,
ourselves, and Sen. Obama is the only
candidate asking the people of the
United States to think differently about
themselves, their country and their,
politics," he said. "Senator Obania is a
leader who has the capacity to turn the
page on the bitter politicking of the
past and direct a new road forward for
this country."
Both Green-Gola- n and Hickey have
important advice for legal voters who
may be unsure about who to vote for.
"This country has always been about
being better than we ever dreamed
See "Candidates," page 2
ting piece of drama.
Bertolt Brecht's intriguing and
vaguely Marxist play follows the life
of Shen Te (Meredith Overcash '09).
Shen Te is introduced as a prosti-
tute living in the slums, a kindly
though foolish character.
Overcash plays her as an eternal-optimis- t
whose dreams of a secure
lifestyle border on the delusional.
See "Good Woman," page 5
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The baseball team heads
into this season as fie numbe-
r-one (earn in Dk III after
going 42-- 7 last year. Read
more on page 8.
Castro says Cuba must
increase its productivity
Cuban President Raul Castro, who
was appointed Sunday after
.
his
brother Fidel, 81, resigned, has said
that the country must seek to
become more productive.
The state-ru- n newspaper recently
published an article titled "Work:
Option or Necessity?"
Salaries for Cubans average $15
per month, and citizens receive
monthly food rations whether or not
they work.
European Union fines
Microsoft $1.3 billion
The European Union fined
Microsoft $1.3 billion Wednesday
for charging "unreasonable" prices
to software rivals.
The fine is a result of Microsoft's
refusal to share vital parts of its
' software with rival companies,
which defies the E.U. Competition
Commission's anti-tru- st ruling.
Briefs compiled by Justine McCullough
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to vokeiLuush,i.t'uu. t .
Emily Ryan
Voice Staff
To take a stance on the issue of
abortion and provide an outlet for
like-mind- ed students, Jackie Komos
VoiceFriday, Section Editors:2 February 29 News jonahchandracomstockasar
STATE
New student campus group opposes abortion
Former police officer
receives life sentence
On Wednesday, jurors spared the
life of a former Canton, Ohio, police
officer that killed his pregnant girl-
friend and her unborn child.
Bobby Lee Cutts Jr. was charged
with the death of Jessie Marie Davis,
26, who was nine months pregnant
when she disappeared last June. Ten
days later, her body and that of her
unborn child were found at an Ohio
state park.
Cutts was sentenced to 57 years to
life in prison. He will be 83 by the
time he is eligible for parole.
NATION
Obama and Clinton
debate in Cleveland
Democratic candidates Sen, Hillary
Clinton and Sen. Barack Obama met for
a debate at Cleveland State University
Tuesday.
Obama and Clinton clashed through-
out the night, particularly on the ever-prese- nt
issue of health care plans,
including whether or not the candidates
were accurately representing their own
plans. In addition Clinton accused
Qbama of only opposing the Iraq War
brfore he entered the Senate and not in
his voting record, whereas Obama
stressed that Clinton supported the war
initially.
The upcoming Ohio contest is
extremely important, as a loss for
Clinton would all but eliminate her
from the race.
Key e-m- ails missing
from Cheney's office
A grand jury subpoena, on the
White House that meant to gather
pertinent e-m- ails from Vice
President Dick Cheney's office has
brought to light that the e-m- ails in
question are missing.
The e-m- ails, from the week of
Sept. 30, 2003 to Oct. 6, 2003, have
seemingly disappeared, despite the
work of professional computer tech-
nicians. This week marks the open-
ing days of the Justice Department's
search for who leaked the identity of
CIA operative Valerie Plame.
NASAplans to crash
spacecrafts into moon
NASA plans to crash two space-
crafts into the moon's South Pole to
potentially detect hidden water ice.
Scientists have noticed amounts of
hydrogen at the moon's poles in past
examinations. This mission, sched-
uled for February 2009, should
reveal whether hydrogen is trapped
in the form of frozen water.
WORLD
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'11 has recently
formed the pro-li-fe
group called
Students for Life.
"I have not
always been sure
where I stood on
life issues until
the end of my
high school .
career," said
Komos. "I did a
lot of reflecting
on both sides .of
the issue, and
now 1 am
enthusiastically
pro-life- ." Komos,
who is a recent
mid-ye- ar trans-
fer student, had
created a pro-li- fe
group at her for-
mer school.
When Komos
arrived at
Jackie Komos '11 and Joseph McCarthy '11 found that the
meet for Wooster's student ' anti-aborti- on College did not
group Students for Life's first meeting (Photo have such an
by Maureen Sill). organization, she
1 immediately
began working to form the new cam-
pus group.
"The process of organizing this
group was much easier than at my
previous school," she noted. "I have
had some obstacles, especially since
this is such a fragile issue."
Difficulties aside, Komos has high
hopes for the brand new Wooster
chapter of Students for Life. She
wishes to get the group involved in
the community through various
activities, like assisting the local
pregnancy center, Her goal is to pro-
vide the center with much-need- ed
supplies, such as diapers, through a
"baby shower drive" that will be the
group's first event.
In addition, she hopes to encour-
age student participation in the
March 1 7 "Walk for Life" and poten-
tially connect with the Ashland
University chapter of Students for
Life to go to Washington, D.C. for
the "March for Life 2009."
She added, "I would like to make a
Web site for our group with infor-
mation and, most importantly, a 24-h- our
crisis hot line that provides
female students with help the
pregnancy center offers pregnancy
tests, HIV testing, prepost abortion
counseling and even foster care for
those students who are pregnant
who wish to finish school. In the
long run, I eventually want to have a
regular flow of volunteers at the
pregnancy center helping and coun-selin- gt
women," said Komos.
As another goal, Komos hopes to
attract guest speakers from groups
like Feminists for Life to give lec-
tures on campus.
' In addition, she wishes to explore
other life issues such as the death
penalty. Komos suggested a presen- -
Kauke Arch filled for second consecutive year
J3W 7
This Tuesday; students continued the Wooster tradition of filling Kauke Arch with
snow for the second year in a row. According to tradition, when the arch is filled with
snow, classes will be cancelled. No classes were cancelled this year, however, while
last year's classes were . cancelled due to weather. Students began to convene
around 10 p.m., using trash cans from their rooms or their halls to carry the snow,
while others stationed themselves on the mound to help pile up the snow. Everyone
persisted until the snow reached the top of the arch several hours later. Unlike last
year, Wooster police did not break up the filling of the arch. Wooster security, how-
ever, were present to keep watch over the students (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Physics video takes tiny trophy
Chalkey Horenstein
Voice Staff
The Physics Club is now the owner
of a trophy approximately two wave-
lengths of light across for the Physics
Central NanoBowl
People's
V
Choice
Award.
"It sets a great
precedence for
future years of
what the physics
club can do," said
Heather
.
Moore
'10. "It solidifies us
as one of the most
active academic
clubs on campus."
This prize was
won for their contribution to the
NanoBowl Tournament, a contest to
create a video combining physics with
football, in tribute to Super Bowl XLII.
After much debate amongst the club,
they agreed on the topic and title of
Theoretical Football" for their, video.
"I encourage everyone to check out
the viiK'o." professor of physics John
Lindner M. 'It's meant to be fun,
spoofing physicists and football. The
more physics you know, the funnier it is,
but most people can get the general
gist. It's. almost entirely absurdist
humor."
The video was filmed and directed by
John Gamble '08,
"The Wooster campus
really helped to push
our votes. We
didn't think that any-
one really cared."
John Gamble '08
Physics Club President
head of the
Physics Club and
member of The
Gallows pro-
gram, which con-
tributed filming
equipment.
The video 'was
posted at Physics
Central
(www. physics-centra- l,
com),
along with 27
other submissions from across the
country. Of those entries, the Wooster
Physics team placed in the top nine,
pushing them into the semifinals.
'The Wooster campus really helped
to push our votes," said Gamble. "It was
really great to see that in the WI IN
we didn't think that anyone really
cared." '
Once in this category, the team won
the popular vote, as well as the award.
I lowever, they lost the grand prize to a
video entitled "Nanobowl 10-9- ," by
Rochester Adams High School. For
their place in the semifinals, they were
given a certificate and one of the nan- -
.
otrophies, the world's smallest trophy.
"If you gave the trophy to most peo-
ple," said Lindner, "it would look like a
featureless chip. We're going to take it
and magnify it 100,000 times."
The trophy, literally a computer chip,
appears to only say "Physics Central:
Nanobowl Champion 2008." Upon
viewing via an electron micrograph, the
chip reveals several pictures of football
fields at various magnifications.
"Wooster students are multidimen-
sional; they have a particular major, but
they're good at other things," said
Lindner. This is not the theater club
winning an award for a video it's the
physics club. This is a demonstration of
what we set out to do as a liberal arts
school."
The Physics Club's video can be
found in high quality at
www.wooster.edupliysics and on
YouTulie. For more information, con-
tact Lindner at jlindnurwooster.edui
tation of the drama "Dead Man
Walking," which addresses the death
penalty topic, as a potential future
event.
One thing Komos wishes to stress
is that one need not have a strong
pro-li- fe viewpoint in order to join the
club. "We are not an extremist, radi-
cal group," she said, noting that she
does worry that the politics sur-
rounding the issue may deter poten-
tial members.
"The reason why I have chosen not
to associate this group with religious
or political affiliations is because I
want everyone to feel welcome to'
'this group, regardless of their' reli-
gious or political beliefs. hope peo-
ple do not feel they cannot be a part
of this group because they are not
conservative Republicans or Roman
Catholics people are mistaken
when they stereotype 'pro-life- rs' to
these ' parties and religions,"
Komos said.
According to Komos, students who
are wary of a major time commit-
ment also need not fear. "This group
is not time-consumin- g," she said.
"We are very flexible. I know how
busy everyone's schedules are."
With all that Komos has planned,
however, it appears that her own
schedule will soon be very full, a fact
that does not interfere with her goal.
"Since I am a first-yea- r, I have lots
of time and hope to make this organ-
ization a big, strong student group,"
Komos said.
Supporters
seek votes
Candidates
continued from p. 1
possible," Hickey said. "This country
can be a beacon of hope and opportu-
nity for the domestic populous and the
entire world, but only if we choose a
leader who embodies these character-
istics and challenges us all to be the
change we have been waiting for."
Green-Gola- n noted that students
who are confused about whom to vote
for have the opportunity to attend ses-
sions put on by the respective organi-
zations.' COW. Students for Hillary
Clinton held a "Hillary 101" session
yesterday that was complete with a
surrogate for the campaign.
COW Students for Hillary Clinton
has been telling people who are unsure
of who to vote for to pick the issues
that matter most to you and research
them. "See whose plans you agree
with and whose record fits most with
what you believe. That should always
be the basis for your vote," Green-Gola- n
said.
Green-Gola- n and Hickey both
stressed the importance of the primar-
ies and how this presidential race will
be a close one. "Young voters are also
coming out in record numbers, likely
because we are sick of President Bush
and because of the historic nature of
this campaign, and people are taking
notice," said Green-Gola- n.
Attention Seniors!:
Need your I.S. copied or bound?
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Last week, Joseph McCarthy decid-
ed to discuss women's rights. This is
how I summarize his argument: con-
servatives respect women more than
liberals, who put unwanted "pressure
on women to leave the home and join
karinjohnson
the workforce,"
and women have a
responsibility to
their children to
raise them and
they should be
respected for that.
Since he provided
no studies or facts to support his
claims, I'll keep this discussion mainly
a theoretical argument.
I am ambitious and want to make a
difference in my lifetime, which, as
McCarthy says, "There are many
women who are very ambitious,
and that's fine." I guess it's OK that 1
want to go places in my life,. even if
they end up not being only my house..
I do not consider myself much of a
feminist; I am really only a feminist in
the way that I have the body parts for
it. I would rather not be entirely iden-
tified by my gender, but hey, that's
what I am (thank you for the social
construction that is our gender hier-
archy).
I do agree with McCarthy that
women's rights initiatives sometimes
do more harm to women than good,
but does women's rights tell women
that they must enter the workforce?
And does it apply to every, woman's
situation? I don't think so.
McCarthy's, editorial barely
touched on the structural issues at
hand, which is entirely important
when discussing these matters. The
fact; that most Americans struggle to
get by has a huge impact on women's
role in society. Many say we're head-
ing into a recession, which has major
implications on women. Many of
them must work to make ends meet,
regardless of personal choice.
Our standard of living cannot be
met by a single income. One of the
many reasons why women are
encouraged to enter the workforce is
because they have to or their hus-
bands or partners cannot single-handed- ly
support a relatively affluent
lifestyle for their family unit. Couples,
therefore, make decisions to go to
work in order to create a more eco-
nomically comfortable situation,
whether that be living more luxuri-
ously or simply paying the next bill.
Oh, and what about all the single
mothers out there? How are they sup-
posed to stay at home? Not unless
they're on welfare. Then why don't
you extend their welfare years? How
is that helping? And do they have a
maid to clean up their house for them?
Probably not. What they need is
affordable childcare, which rarely
exists.'
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--or Voicet' .Viewpoints
Taylor Swope, Chief Copy Editor
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Women scorned by
McCarthy's editorial
Yet, in the middle class context,
who says they can't do both? I'll go
ahead and use my own life story as an
example, considering it's a good illus-
tration. My mom decided to stay
home and raise my sister and me. On
the side she did a bit of substitute
teaching, leaving me in babysitting
co-op- s.
As soon as I was old enough to
spend a chunk of the day at school,
my mom decided to go back to work
to help out my dad, who was an engi-
neer working for the state (no thanks
to Republican Gov. Pete Wilson, who
got rid of the sustainable energy
department that my dad worked for,
which caused him to lose his job peri-
odically) and not getting the needed
raises all state workers deserved.
Using hec dual Master's degrees in
education, she went to work as a read-
ing' teacher, making a difference -- in
students' lives, especially to. those
who did not get the attention they
needed at home because their parents
were working overtime and strug-
gling to get by. My mom is now a
proud career woman and a proud for-
mer stay-at-ho- me mom. But this is
only one story of many and still a
story of privilege.
I do think in certain circumstances
that women are disrespected because
they choose to stay at home, like
McCarthy claims. But career women
are frequently hassled for not staying
at home and raising their children,
instead leaving them with their maid
or at-ho- me nanny, as McCarthy likes
to say, a luxury that is unreachable for
most people (not unless the nanny
comes from overseas and you're hir-
ing them illegally). Every child
should feel loved by their parents, but
that does not necessitate them to be a
stay-at-ho- me mom.
I did not come to Wooster to get a
degree in sociology to know how my
kids should be raised. I did not come
to Wooster to get my M.R.S. degree
either. I am getting a degree that will
shape my future and my decisions on
being an agent of social change and
changing our screwed-u- p culture
where women who want to stay at
home can't because they are working
overtime to make sure their kids have
some food on the table.
McCarthy, you may think that we
should be changing our outlook on
traditional lifestyle, but get into the
21st century: we are no longer as tra-
ditional as you think. We are much
more diverse and complex. We need
to change the social structure; other-
wise, we're ignoring millions of
Americans who deserve to have this
support, o
Karin is a Photo editor for the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
KJohnson08wooster.edu.
Viewpoints is looking for additional editorialists this year to
express their opinions about campus, national or global issues,.
Interested writers should contact the Viewpoints editor at
voiceviewpointswooster.edu. "
.
The Voice
. ...
welcomes lettersjo the editors
i
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-31- 87, The fVooster Voice,
of Woosten WoosterOH 44691i....'College an I'M nil iih it i ti mm. i
-
-
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Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to JHendrickson08wooster.edu.
Analyzing outlooks forthepresidency:
0
thepotentialfor McCain and Clinton
Stephen Dipangrazio, Maureen Hanlon andAubrie Tossmann describe the vices and virtues of the Republican and
Democratic party frontrunne'rs, analyzing the various strengths and weaknesses of both presidential hopefuls.
With Republican candidate Sen. John McCain's cur-
rent monopoly over the Republican primaries, it appears
as though McCain will win the GOP's nomination for
the November election. Although McCain currently
needs less than three hundred delegates to gain the nom-
ination, his opponent, Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee,
Stephen
dipangrazio
has willfully declared his intention to
remain in the race. One important
question in the minds of voters is
whether McCain will be able to main-
tain the lead over his competition.
With his mind set
.
on the general
election, McCain is currently doing
all that he can to assure a victory,
including an attempt to cross partisan borders and win
over some of the uncommitted moderate or independent
voters without losing the support of his faithful
Republican constituency.
One quandary in the minds of uncommitted voters
lies in the future of the war in Iraq. McCain preaches
one of the more controversial stances regarding this
sensitive issue, fully supporting the war and the troop
surge. This type of support has been known to alienate
candidates from voters who classify themselves as being
more moderate or nonpartisan.
According to an Associated Press survey, two-thir-ds
of people surveyed disapprove of how the Bush admin-
istration has dealt with the war. This discontent could
prove to be a decisive factor in nominating a candidate
who proposes a drastic change in U.S. policy regarding
the situation in Iraq, which would be less than promis-
ing for McCain.
"If 'McCain plays his cards wise-
ly, he may be able to recoup some
of the lost support from moderates .
who are critical of his plan to stay
in Iraq for as long as it takes, even
if that is more than 100 years."
Former Republican presidential candidate Mitt
Romney held similar views to frontrunner McCain, but
was forced to resign from the race due to a lack of sup-
port. McCain's two sons, Jack and Jimmy, have helped
their father win over some of the moderate constituents.
These two young men, ages 2 1 and 19, are both active in
the military. Romney, in contrast, has five sons between
the ages of 26 and 37, none of whom have ever had any
intention of serving in their country's military.
This is a turnoff for voters who are being asked to
support a war that is Being fueled by the bodies and
minds of their children, rather than by the families asso-
ciated with the legislation itself. In addition to his sons,
McCain also served time in Vietnam. If McCain plays
his cards wisely, he may be able to recoup some of the
lost support from moderates who are critical of his plan
to stay in Iraq for as long as it takes, even if that is more
than 100 years.
McCain has tailored his stances on a range of issues
in order to bridge partisan gaps as well. Despite evi-
dence on issues such as his tenacious pro-li-fe voting
record, he has demonstrated that he thinks for. himself
and not his Republican Party affiliation. Out of-- mere
speculation, McCain has the Republican nomination
because he is catering to everyone that potentially shares
his beliefs, including those outside the traditionally
defined Republican constituency. This is what differenti-
ates him from his fellow Republican candidates who have
devoted their campaigns to pleasing the GOP, rather
than making political sacrifices in order to advance to
the general election.
Opposing these positive outlooks for the senator is
much criticism for issues such as his questionable voting
record and his relationships with lobbyists.
Despite this, in a state like Ohio where the majority of
voters are not religious conservatives, don't hold your
breath waiting-fo- r Mike Huckabee to get the nomination.
j Stephen is a sophomore at the College, and this is hisfirst edi-
torial for the Voice. He can be reached for comment at
Every party has a pooper. We are those poopers.
Never would we have dreamed that our support of a
liberal Democratic candidate would seem like pooping on
our party. But being 20-year-o- lds not voting for Barack
Obama, we fee like greater curmudgeons by the minute.
Really, no one wants to be "the mom" on the hall. You
i i
maureenhanlon
aubrietossmann
want to be the new, fun guy whose
room everyone wants to hang out in.
In 2004, the clinch question was
"Which candidate would you rather
have a beer wjth?" But in 2008, we're
not advocating for you to vote for
the candidate who you want to be
your pong partner, but rather the
candidate who can actually get you the beer.
Admittedly, the possibility of Hillary Clinton going on
a Dino's run for you is pretty small, but it's hard to deny
that our party days are in danger. We live in what Hillary
calls a trap-do- or economy, where most Americans are one
layoff, one cancer diagnosis or one sub-pri- me loan away
from economic disaster. Beer is just beer. But beer is also
a symbol of economic stability, of disposable income and
a little break from a growing, prosperous workforce to
enjoy the present. We need a president that can help us
achieve that stability.
While the mainstream media (not to mention William)
has associated Obama with "change," in reality both can-
didates are proposing sweeping reforms. We have to look
at who we trust to deliver. We all want change, but who
can actually make it happen?
What draws us to Obama is his rhetoric and language,
which are admittedly beautiful. Who doesn't get swept
away by those sweet words, those echoes of our parents'
1960s optimism?
So what draws us to Hillary? At Wooster, we are criti-
cal thinkers, young adults trained to question. That
means never allowing ourselves to get wrapped up in
plans without details or promises without action.
Finding the differences between the policy proposals of
the two is tricky. Both call for the creation of green tech-
nology and green jobs, phased withdrawals from Iraq,
increased diplomatic efforts and for an end to Bush tax
cuts while lowering tax rates for the middle class. But
"We live in what Hillary calls a
trap-do- or economy, where most
Americans are one layoff, one can-
cer diagnosis or one sub-pri- me loan
away from economic disaster."
there are important distinctions between the two. For
example, while both propose mandatory healthcare insur-
ance for children, Hillary extends mandatory insurance
(combined with federal assistance to make the insurance
affordable) to cover all adults as well.
Good ideas are not enough we need someone who
has the political skills to pass a progressive agenda and the
judgment to manage a crisis. We need to look at past
actions and experience, although evaluating Hillary's
cleavage could be left out (shame on you, Washington
Post). -
So much needs to be done to achieve the society that we
are dreaming of. More steps need to be taken with the
ideas we' have. Our next president must be able to tangi-
bly achieve. Hillary Clinton has created change for 35
years, through getting health care for the National Guard
or redefining the international conception of human
rights to include women's rights in 1995. She has worked
at the local and state level, in the White House and in
Congress. Clinton has detailed, concrete plans for every-
thing from Bolivia to the mortgage crisis. Above all, she is
competent and effective.
We are young and we believe in cleaning up our gov-
ernment mess that we have inherited and moving forward.
We are voting for Hillary Clinton because we believe that
she is the person that can best achieve that. And because
we wouldn't mind a beer every once in a while.
This is Maureen andAubrie'sfirst collaborative editorial for the
Voice. They can be reached for comment respectively at
Aflfttft)fifw(antwjfrr.frf and iilbmiinmnnwHfr.H(n:
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Returning Students Photo Contest winners share stories
Kenya, Thailand, New York City captured in acclaimedpictures
Above, Lauren Merriman's '09 "Rain Drums" captures the view from a mountain in Thailand.
Right, Dana Bustamante's '09 photo, "Boy Jumping in the Air," depicts a scene from a village in
Kenya. Hannaji Samuel's '09 "Parachute Drop" appears on the front page.
Grainne Carlin
Voice Staff
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For the past few weeks, anyone
who walked passed the Art Wall in
Lowry Center would have seen an
horizontal arrangement of impres-
sive 8x10 photographs from around
the world.
These photographs were the win-
ning submissions of the "Returning
Students Photo Contest," which is
held each semester by Wooster's
International Programs Office.
The winners of this semester's coa-te-st
traveled to Thailand, China,
Australia, Kenya, New York City and
Japan and chose to share a small slice
of their study-abroa-d experience with,
the rest of the campus through pho
tography.
To most students these pictures
would just seem like an aesthetically
pleasing display, but to the student
photographers they mean more that
just that.
All the students who went abroad
chose their education destinations for
completely different reasons. Hannah
Samuell '09 chose to stay in the United
States and work in New York City.
"It was a hard decision to make
between Europe and New York," she
said, "but I had an internship at
Saturday Night Live, and I was not
'about to pass that up."
Lauren Merriman '09
.
chose
Thailand because she had never been
there before and knew it would be a
challenge.
Dana Bustamante 'Q9 chose to
study on the eastern coast of Africa
for inspiration in her studio art
major.
"I had been to Kenya for two weeks
the previous year and I had seen the
sort of things that inspire me a great
deal for making art, which is my
major, and I knew I wanted to return,"
Bustamante said.
Those different locations left them
with lifelong memories. Samuell
recalled one of her favorite memories
from New York: "I would say the
most exciting thing for me was when
Jon Bon Jovi grabbed me by tjie
shoulder and asked me to take this
' picture of him all dressed up in his
'80s costume. It was terrifying and
surreal all at once."
Merriman's favorite memory was
quite different. "I enjoyed the parties
INNOVATIVE EATS:
Getting Creative With Dining Options
TheP.B.C.C.Rollup
Experiencing apathy with Lowry's conventional culinary
selection? Try this tasty treat for a unique and delicious
alternative. Enjoy as a dessert or entree.
-- 1 wheat tortilla wrap
- 34 oz. peanut butter cup'
-- 1 tbsp. chocolate chips (or substitute 1 oz. sugar-fre-e, calorie-fre- e chocolate syrup)
- 2 tbsps. cinnamon sugar (or plain cinnamon)
Take a plain wheat wrap from the deli and spread peanut butter evenly across the sur-
face. Toss the chocplate chips or drizzle syrup on top at the dessert station and mix
together. Sprinkle cinnamon sugar on at the spices table to finish. Roll up the wrap and
microwave for two 10-seco- nd intervals. Enjoy warm chocolatey peanut butter goodness!
This week's recipe invented by Rachel Lipner '09. ,
Program offers students a few helping "H.A.N.D.S."
I
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Last Saturday, Feb. 23, the H.A.N.D.S. Linked program hosted a networking event in the
faculty dining lounge in Lowry Student Center. Wooster alumni from as far as Atlanta,
Ga. and Washington, D.C. traveled to campus to attend the event and talk to Wooster
students. H.A.N.D.S. Linked was created in 2006 and stands for Help Aspire Networking
Development Success. Led by Alicia Scarborough '05 of the Career Development
Liaison and Black Alumni Council, the program aims to encourage current Wooster stu-
dents of color to begin thinking about life after graduation. It also offers to help these stu-
dents explore ways to use their passions to make a difference as global citizens (Photo
by Meghan Meeker). '
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that the villagers would throw for my
peers and I before we left," she said.
"These parties included lots and lots
of food, traditional clothing, dancing,
music and smiles all around!"
The contestants had thousands of
their own-phot- os to choose from.
.Some had over 2,500 options!
Bustamante's photo titled "Boy
Jumping in the Air" depicts her home-sta-y
brother flipping over a pile of dirt
in the village she stayed in.
"It really captures the expression,
the movement,- - the freedom and the
energy of the youth all over Kenya. I '
just felt a great energy from the photo
that really captured the feeling of the
ml
nickweida
place and its people," she said, explain-
ing why she chose to submit that
photo.
Merriman's entry was titled "Rain
Drums" and shows a breathtaking
view from the hills where she worked
every day in Thailand. "I chose this
photo because I thought it was unique,
beautiful and yC brought back lots of
memories of my stay up in the moun-
tains," she said.
Although each student had a com-
pletely different experience studying
in an off-camp- us program for a
semester, they all can agree on one
thing. As Merriman put it, "It'll
change your life!"
V!Oil!JtfllI9lRSE:rr
"Volunteer Insight" is an installment of a rotating
column in Features that spotlights various volunteer-
ing events and provides an opportunity for members
of Wooster 's volunteer community to share their
experiences. If you are interested in contributing to
this column, or if you'd like to get involved in vol-
unteer initiatives on campus and in the surrounding
community, please contact the Wooster Volunteer
Network at WVNwooster.edu or Nick Weida at
nweida08wooster.edu.
Vincent receives the handoff and shoots his electric wheelchair through the
crowd of third-grade- rs and down the field. Meanwhile, Cameron and Dustin
throw a block for Y'ncent as he rolls into the end zone.
While this sounds like a regular elementary school recess, for Cameron
LeMasters '09 and Dustin Sheppard '09, it's service. Each week LeMasters,
Sheppard and the four other residents of Crandall Apartments spend time with
Jen Rooker's third grade class at Apple Creek
Elementary School.
Jordan Ferns '09 doesn't get to play football on the
playground when he attends Apple Creek. Instead, he
works with kids who have been out sick or who are
falling behind in their schoolwork. "I never realized, how
much one or two hours a week can influence these kids'
lives," said Ferns. "Each week they get so excited when
c we come in. It's a change of pace that I think they real-
ly appreciate," he added.
Pat Byrne '09 joins the students every week during their math class. While
he's sure that he's mostly a positive influence on the kids, he admits that math
technique has changed a bit since he was in elementary school. Byrne recalled
that one day he was teaching the class basic addition and when he finished,
Rooker said, "Okay, Tommy, go up to the board and show Pat the right way to
do it." The public embarrassment, he admits, was much deserved. After all, he
is the reason behind the kids constantly being distracted by paper football,
much to Rooker's displeasure.
However, Rooker is especially proud of the guys' efforts with her class. She
explained that recess and extra homework help is really only a fraction of their
commitment. In addition, they recently put together two assemblies for the
elementary school. In one, they spoke about developing strong character and
in the other they brought with them additional players from the football team
to discuss fairness. '
Sheppard remarked that for third graders, being fair and demonstrating good
character is often limited to not lying about homework, but he still has a lot to
share with these students. "Often teachers have so much to teach them in
class," said Sheppard, "but hopefully we can show them some of this stuff at an
early age and they'll remember."
In appreciation for their commitment to her class, Rooker nominated
Sheppard for The College of Wooster's Morris Award for outstanding service,
which he recently won.
But awards really don't sum up the value of -- their service. Ferns truly began
to appreciate his role during one of the Scots' home football games. All of the
third graders ran down to the field afterwards, asking for autographs and
wanting to take pictures with the guys. "They really look up to us," said Ferns,
"and we try our best to be good role models for them."
Nick Weida '08 is a pre-me- d major from Lancaster, Pa. He is
the student advisor of the Wooster Volunteer Network and also
participates in the Service Dog program house.
SECTION EDITORS:
Gillian Helwig
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One fateful night, a water seller
named Wong (Owen Reynolds '11)
leads the gods to Shen Te's door.
.The gods (Tess Burgler '09, Megan
Liber '09 and Valerie Wobster) are
looking for at least one righteous per-
son on Earth and are having a difficult
time with their search.
Reynolds does a great job playing his
part as the unlucky narrator.
In the morning, the gods pay for
their room and
board, giving Shen
Te a great deal of
money, under 'the.
condition that she
remain a good
person after they
leave her.
The play contin-
ues, and Shen Te's
circumstances do
improve, but only
for a short while.
In order to sur-
vive, she must rely
on cunning that
challenges the
accepted definition
of goodness.
'The Good Wo-
man of Setzuan" is
meant to operate as
an intellectual piece.
Themes of good
intentions and
resulting bad luck,
however, make the
play difficult to
digest.
Brecht wanted to
jerk his audience
out of their com-
fort zone, not sim--
i l
Alex Bevan's new album, "Fall &
Angels," sounds a lot like the home
recordings of your cool uncle who
never gave up on his dream to
become a famous rock-and-roll- er.
There are the inspirational lyrics,
drenched in the West-coa- st mysti-
cism of the '60s, the funny, feel good
songs, and the hopeless attempts at
hipness.
But like your
uncle, Bevan is a
pretty cool guy and,
while you don't nec-
essarily appreciate
his art, you also
can't be too hard
on him.
Bevan is less than
thrilling as a song-
writer, but his
directness and sin-
cerity take him a
good deal beyond
the territory of
utter mediocrity.
As a lyricist, he
has an ear for flow-
ing lines that coast
on the same easy-listeni- ng
wave-
length as his music.
There could hard-
ly be a better lesson
in rhyming roman
tic cliches than "In
My Baby's Arms,'
but Bevan somehow
avoids falling com
pieteiy into the Photo courtesy Alex Bevan; art by Jennifer Jones
abyss of Hallmark
sentimentality.
the imperfection of his
voice.
Or maybe it is his simple, unaffect-
ed delivery, but for some reason
when Bevan sings, 'And through the
dance and twinkle That sparkles to
Van Zandt's first albums, the early
rock-infus- ed recordings of Joan
Baez, or any other number of over-
produced singer-songwrit- er albums
knows the danger of attempting to
translate folk music beyond a voice-and-acoustic-gu- itar
setting.
VoiceArts & Entertainment
If everything works out right, we
get Dylan's "Highway 61 Revisited";
if it doesn't, we get, well, "Fall &
Angels."
Bevan's humble folk-ro- ck ditties
are swathed in an unfortunate
amount of reverb and "shimmer," as
well -
Alex Bevan
Maybe it is
as a slew of superfluous
instruments.
Wind chimes, synthesized strings
and the sworn enemy to all that is
tasteful, the "splash" cymbal, all
make appearances.
V.
One gets the
sense that Bev-
an just isn't sure
what he wants
to sound like.
Is he, as his
Web site claims,
a "low-tec- h trou-bado- r"
(in which
case, the synthe-
sized strings
would have to go
the way of the
Bctamax)?
Or is he a
stud i (t-su- ave
auteur, complete
with gadgets
and ellects?
Bevan is mak-
ing an appear-
ance at Mom's
Truck Stop on
Monday, Mar-
ch :l at !):.'(), so
you can have a
chance to decide
for yourself.
My guess is
that he's proba-
bly neither.
At heart, he's that cool uncle who
continues to dabble earnestly, if some-
times rather cluelessly, in his music.
Visit wuw.wiiostfr.eduwac for more
information on coffeehouse events and
other musical events held at the College.
Are you interested in being a photography editor?
;
'
.
I : The Voice is looking for another photography editor!
Work for the Voice for the rest of the spring semester.
If interested, please visit www.wooster.eduvoice to fill out the application.
.
Any questions or concerns should be forwarded to the editors ih chief: Katie Foulds and
ChrisSweeneyatvoicewooster.edu
cause a disjointed feel in the production.
Their purpose is unclear at best,
trivial at worst.
The costumes of the drama,
designed by Rachel Feola '08, are one
of the more successful aspects of the
production.
Slowly, the setting transfigures
itself, turning from an ancient
fairy tale China to modern, discon-
tented America.
The small changes made in the
set and clothing visually and sub-
tly show the progression of the
story's themes.
Archetypal characters like Mrs. Shin
....
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Te wteWnd Left: 0wen Reynolds '1 1 Ri9ht: Nathan Comstock '1 0 and Han Moledina "(Photos courtesy OPI).
'the play are obvi- - .
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.
ous within this production, so obvious, cal rather than a story with heavy eco- - tunes to songs by Five For Fighting. (Nina Takacs Ml) and Shu Fu (Dave,
in fact, that the viewers are repeatedly nomic themes. ," 'They all apear to be about discom- - Walton '09) slowly gain more depth as
hit over the head with them.- -' -- ' 1 " f These ongs
"
give a bit of-- texture to tort and greed to some extent, but they they shed their costumes in favor of
":' ' -
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"Fall & Angels" recording needs work
Artist gives a cool, calming feel
Peterson Kuyk-Whi- te
Voice Staff
my soul," I don't find myself strug-
gling to keep the vomit down.
The real cloudburst of "Fall &
Angels" isn't Bevan himself, but the
sound of the recording.
Anyone who has heard Townes
Matthew Hague
Voice Staff
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra successfully kicked off its spring
a(H)8 season with a presentation of
three works of classical music.
Conducted by' Professor of music
Jeffrey Lindberg, the Orchestra fea-
tured three professionals from "out-
side the college community in
McCJaw Chapel last Sunday.
The three works were from differ-
ent styles in musical history, from
the German Classical style to Aaron
Copland's "Americana" style.
Armenian Composer Koniitas'
"The Tortured Soul" was the first
work presented.
The haunting string textures cre-
ated a feeling of restlessness
through intensity. This piece was '
written to represent the final days of
Komitas, who had wit-ness- ed the
genocide of his Armenian people.
While I do.
! not listen to
classical music
frequently, I
; was very im--1
pressed with
1 the dynamics of
i the Orchestra.
T h e s e
dynamics
i added a tlje- -
atrical quality
to the concert as the music became
suspenseful and moving.
1 This undoubtedly affected the tone
I of the piece, as the string section was
I piercing in its intensity, which con- -i
trasted with more calm passages.
I Following "The Tortured Soul"
I was Ludwig van Beethoven's "Triple
Concerto in C Major, Opus 56."
With two string soloists and a
piano soloist, "Triple Concerto" is a
unique work of music.
Each soloist, played off the other
very well, as each soloist only took
the spotlight for a couple of meas-
ures at a time.
The technical wizardry of the vio-
lin soloists was apparent, as "Triple
Concerto" is a demanding piece.
Towards the end of the second
movement, "Triple Concerto" moves
at a blazing pace, only to slow down
Friday,
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Music distracts show, costumes surpass all expectations
"Good Woman"
Graphics of the Chinese flag are pro
jected on a screen suspended above the
stage. '
Frequently, quotations from the
characters and visual summaries pf the
action are shown symbols of needy
hands, scales of justice and money
provide commentary, though they
draw attention away from the
actors and the rest of the set.
The music within the production
also serves as a distraction.
Characters halt the action to
break out in Songs accompanied by
piano. This would work out better if
"Good Woman" were a straight musi- -
the characters on stage, but they also
make the story choppy and do not move
the plot forward.
Far more problematic, however, is the
awkward and inappropriate mix of
music that accompanies scene changes.
This music is not from the cast, but
instead varies from "Cabaret" show
Western clothes.
The gods stop wearing robes with
long sleeves and don formal dress suits.
Wong, the narrator, wears a Coca- -
.
Cola shirt before the play is over. ,
Also interesting is the use of
masks within this production.
Characters with unclear and other-
wise selfish intentions, like the husband
(lan Rynex '09), the nephew (Jonah
Comstock '10), the niece (Laura .
Vandiver '10) and Mrs. Yang (Jaimie
Morris), become monstrous in their
anonymity. '
Characters that are chiefly good-nature- d,
like an endearing old couple
( A I e x a
Roggenkamp '10
and Ari Zirulnik
'11),
.
wear no
masks at all.
This particular
visual metaphor
presents the
message of the
play with more
strength than
the musical num-
bers or the
screen above the
stage.
The ending is
unsettling and
does not quite
succeed as well as
it should, as
Brecht bravely
turns over the
fate of the char-
acters to the
viewers as the
story unravels.
.The Good
Woman of
Setzuan" strug-
gles to hold up a
mirror to our cul- -
.
ture, but the play
ends with despair
for the future
rather than the
hope it can be
fixed. Viewers like myself should
have left the theater enlightened; I
was instead baffled.
Soloists shine in Woo
Symphony Orchestra
to have the rest of the orchestra
jump back in with a definitive con-
clusion.
Aaron Copland's "Appalachian
Spring" was the closing work.
Divided into eight parts with vary-
ing tempos and dynamics, "Spring"
was full of surprises.
Originally written as a ballet
depicting the emotions of a future
bride and a young farmer, Copland
found it amusing when listeners com-
mented on how "Spring" captured the
beauty of the Appalachian moun-
tains.
The seamless transitions were ' a
,
highlight of the Orchestra's presen-
tation; it was evident which of the
eight sections were being played. " '
These eight sections ranged from
fast and energetic in pace to more
somber and hushed tones. '
The three professionals from out-
side the college community came
from varied musical backgrounds.
Violinist
Susan
Britton is the
of the
Cleveland
Chamber
Symphony
and has per-
formed in
chamber
music festi
vals from Taos, New Mexico to New
York City.
Pianist Mark George is the musical
director of a prestigious performing
arts school in Hartford.
He has' nerformed extensively as
both a soloist and chamber musician.
Heidi Albert is a cellist hailing
from Texas, who currently serves as
principal cellist with the Cleveland
Chamber Symphony. .
She also teaches cello here at the
College.
Wooster Symphony Orchestra was
founded in 19 15.
Its large size (between 60 and 70
members) is uncommon for an
ensemble at a s'mall liberal arts col-
lege.
Lindberg will be directing the
Wooster Jazz ensemble tonight at
8:15 in McGaw Chapel.
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The Playhouse Square Center in
Cleveland is performing "Wicked"
Feb. 6 through March 8 at the State
Theatre. "Wicked" is a criticaHy- -
acclaimed musical
that tells the un-
told story of the
Wicked Witch of
the West.
I attended this
show, as I have
many Broadway
shows, because of
the hype it has
gotten from sever-
al theater reviews
in newspapers all
around the world.
The hit song
"Popular" has been
one of my favorite
Broadway show
tunes, and this says
a lot, considering
the fact that I had
never seen "Wick-
ed" live.
The plot is some-
thing that anyone
can relate to.
Kermit the Frog
,"'
Mb"
Art by Jennifer Jones.
is not the only one who knows it's
not easy being green.
The protagonist in Stephen
Schwartz and Winnie Holzman's
Broadway production is' ostracized
for her outer appearance; more
specifically, the color of her skin (it's
green).
The musical follows Elphaba (the
"wicked" witch of the west as we
know her from "The Wizard of Oz"),
through her life starting as an ado-
lescent in school.
At school, Elphaba meets Glinda
(who we know of as the "good"
witch qf the North).
Glinda (pronounced Ga-lin- da for
the first half of the show and Glin-
da for the second) is a prim and prop-
er young woman with everything,
where as Elphaba has very little.
Not only does Elphaba have little
to her name, but also her skin is
green (unlike anyone else's) and stu-
dents and pedestrians are often
scared by her appearance.
Friday, February 29, 2008
'Wickeddelights Cleveland crowd
The two mistakenly become room-
mates and this is the start to their
friendship. '
.
Glinda and Elphaba do not get
along at first, but as the play contin-
ues, it is clear that there is actually
substance to their relationship.
Glinda and Elphaba struggle togeth-
er through Elphaba's public fall from
grace and, more interestingly, the
love interest of Flyero (the classic
handsome prince that has been
kicked out of several schools before
reaching Shiz University).
Other essential' characters in the
show include Elphaba's handicapped
younger sister, Nessarose, and Boq, a
Munchkin that serves as comic relief
to the show. '
Perhaps the best part of this show
is the music. .
As the musical went on, the songs
started to hold more meaning and
the combined voices of both sopra-
nos Elphaba and Glinda lit up the
stage.
The opening number, "No One
Mourns the Wicked grabs the audi-
ence right from the start even though
it is unclear what exactly is going on.
Seven songs into the score is
"Popular." "Popular" is a song that
Glinda sings to Elphaba, indicating
her assertion of
power to make her
beautiful and confi
dent and therefore
people won't be mean
to her anymore.
Glinda sings this
upbeat song in their
dormitory room, a
room that has a set
with one side dull
and boring (Elph-
aba's) and one side
much like Jessica
Simpson's room in
the early episodes
oPNewlyweds"
(Glinda's).
Right before Act
One ends, the citi-
zens of Oz sing with
Glinda and Elphaba.
The cast sings
"Defying Gravity"
which includes vari- -
ous dance moves and '
elevations; cast mem- -
...
bers literally fly.
The. music is consistent through-
out the rest of the show.
Other notable songs were "Thank
Goodness" and the finale,
"For Good."
c
Along with the modern plot and
beautiful repertoire of songs, this
musical had costumes more decadent
than anything I've ever seen.
The costumes in "Wicked" were
similar to those in "Aida," (but more
glamorous).
Glinda's wardrobe alone was filled
with bright fabrics in every shade of
pastel complete with sparkles and
iridescent hues.
Thank God this musical came to
Cleveland.
1 assume that New York City's
Broadway production is even better.
With the musical's positive under-
lying message of acceptance for
young girls, it is easy to see why
"Wicked" was nominated for ten
Tony Awards in 2004.
W.A.C. Hip Hop Concert: Black Omni
Friday, Feb. 29
9:00 P.M.
The Underground
Free admission, tickets are not required
W.A.C. Coffeehouse: Alex Bcvan
MondayMarch 3
9:30 P.M. ;
Mom's Truck Stop
Free admission, tickets are not required
2008 Five Colleges of Ohio Juried Student
Biennial
Jan. 22 through March 2
Sussel Gallery .
. EbertArt Center
ARE YOU A REGISTERED VOTER IN WAYNE COUNTY, OH.?
ARE YOU PLANNING ON VOTING AT A POLLING SITE IN
THE OHIO PRIMARY ON MARCH 4?
Important information you need to know:
Every voter will be required to provide proof of identity at polling site
before voting. The form of identification that you may use includes your
current and valid photo identification card, military identification, copy of
utility bill, bank statement, paycheck government check, or government
document showing your name and current address. If you do not have,
or fail' or refuse to provide the required proof of identity, you may cast a
provisional ballot. --
The Dean of Students Office will prepare, at your request, a document
containing your name and local address which will be accepted by poll
workers at the polling sites in the College's voting precincts. If you wish
to obtain this document, you may email deanofstudentswooster.edu
and request a letter certifying your current address at The College of
Wooster. The request must be received by Monday, February 25. You
will receive the document via U.S. Mail; Please do not destroy the enve-
lope while opening. You must take the document, including the post--.
marked envelope and COW Card to your polling site.
The Wooster Voice
Faculty, students perform
I 1 rv
c
I
Photo by Mark Dewine.
Katie Foulds
Editor in Chief
Last Thursdiiy, Feb. 21, the classics
department hosted and performed a
dramatic reading of Plautus' "Casina,"
translated to "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Wedding." Kauke's second floor com-
mon area was transformed into an
amphitheater-lik- e venue, complete
with cheese, crackers and various
refreshments. '
The live music subsided as the com-
plicated story, filled with twists, crude
humor and mistaken identities, began.
We are introduced to a Roman come-
dy set in the streets of Athens, Greece
by narrators who set the stage.
The story centers on a girl named
Casina, a slave who lives in a home
where two men vie for her love; the
strange part is that the two men com-
peting are father and son.
As the plot thickens, both men plan
to marry her to a clown in order to
win Casina as their own.
However, the father is tricked; a
cross-dressi- ng bride who he thought
to be Casina is actually a man.
As comedies often do, this one ends
harmoniously with the realization that
Casina is freeborn and can therefore
marry the son.
Renowned playwright Titus
Ma' cius Plautus wrote this outlandish
script. -
Plautus' name is comedic in itself; as
the playbill suggested, Plautus means
"big-eare- d" or "flat-foote- d" and
Maccius means "down," together
making the perfect alias for a comedic
actor and playwright.
Plautus' comedies are full of crude
humor, puns, sexual innuendos and
off-the-w-
all
.
circumstances that kept
the audience involved in the action of
the play.
I was captivated by the action, and
though it was not a full production but
a dramatic reading, I was entertained
by the script alone. Most wonderful
were the performances by students
and faculty. It was entertaining and
hysterical to see my peers and my'
professors play such eccentric and
bizarre roles.
Faculty and students alike did a fab-
ulous job reading for the dramatic
recitation. Various readers delivered .
each part, which involved quite a few
students and faculty in the action.
Because of the confusing nature of
the plot and the number of people
playing each role, each character held
or wore a specific prop to distinguish
himself.
Everyone who played Olympic-- , for
example, wore a farm hat and anyone
who read Cleostrata's lines wore
white gloves and pearls.
It was a quaint reading with lively
participation and enthusiasm and I
urge everyone to take advantage of
such events on campus.'
Most departments host events open
to the College community and it's
always fun to be a part of these occa-
sions.
Seeing faculty and students unite to
perform really emphasizes the inti-
mate environment of, Wooster. Bravo
tr tlirtuo Kn trL inrt m tine itrnnt.it.
ic reading!
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!
A NIGHT IN HAVANA
TONIGHT!
featuring Chucito Valdes
and His Afro-Cub- a Ensemble
with The College of Wooster
Jazz Ensemble
featuring Chudto Valdes, piano
Emilio Valdes, percussion
Frankie Ocasio, percussion
Bryan Doherty, bass
Zak O'Day, percussion
Marcela Ferreyra, interpreter
C.O.W. Students, Faculty and Staff
Free Admission
7 .
'
8:15pm
McCaw
Chapel
Sponsored by:
The College of
Wooster Cultural
Events Committee
section editors:
Nicholas Holt
Andrew Vogel
'
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Priscilla Staples '10 chipped in three points in the team's 64:55
season loss to Earlham (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer
Earlham College brought the
women's basketball team's hopes for a
spot in the NCAC Tournament to an
end on Saturday, knocking Wooster
into the ninth place sjxrt with a 64-5- 5
win over the Scots (6-1- 9, 3-1- 3).
Despite coming out oh top in their
previous matchup, Wooster struggled
to penetrate a strong Earlham defense,
which held the Scots to a meager 35
percent shooting percentage from the
field. Wooster played a strong game of
back-and-fo- rth with Earlham, but as
the clock ran down, Earlham landed a
strong series of free throws to take
and hold the lead. Wooster's 3-- 13
record placed them in a tie with
Earlham and Hiram College, but after
a number of tiebreakers, Wooster fell
' just short and enters their off season
sooner than they had hoped.
Leading the way against Earlham
was standout player Kaitlin Krister
'10, who registered her sixth double- -
double of the season with 17 points
and 10 rebounds. Colleen Goodwillie
'l 1 scored nine jxnnts and nabbed four
rebounds.
Adding to the charge were
Meredith Wilson '09 with 14, Kelly
Aughenbaugli '10 and Taylor Keegan
'11 with six and Priscilla Staples '10
with three.
Wooster's season was marred by a
young team and a shortage of return-
ing leadership, but it was in many
ways more successful than the record
they posted.
A number of players were given a
chance to show their talent,' and flour-
ished many of the first-ye- ar
starters this year made tremendous
leaps in their ability to play the game.
The outlook for future seasons is even
brighter.
As the new players acclimate to the
team they've been forging, and with a
season to look back on in prcaration,
the 2008-0- 9 season looks to be one
where Wooster will not fall to the
back of the pack.
Voice Friday,February 29 7ports
Cooper becomes second leading scorer in Wooster history
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor -
With a couple of free throws and
4:26 left to play in a landslide victory
over Oberlin in the quarterfinals of the
NCAC Tournament, James Cooper '08
accomplished yet one more feat in his
already distinguished four-ye- ar career.
As Cooper released the ball from the
charity stripe, the shot seamlessly
swished iii without even grazing the
rim, perfectly dropping in to make
Cooper the second player in Wooster's
rich basketball history to score 2,000
career points. Cooper has made it look
effortless as one of the finest players in
schooi history. While Cooper has often
times made it look so easy on the court,
it's been a long time coming for one of
the most talented players ever to put on
a Scots uniform.
After hitting the two free throws
Tuesday night, Cooper admitted that he
was just relieved to reach milestone so
that he could move on. "I was happy
that I could get it over with so that I
could focus on the conference tourna-
ment and the national tournament."
In the middle of the conference tour-
nament and subsequently moving on to
the national tournament later next
week, Cooper is admittedly a bit too
preoccupied and not too worried about
any individual accolades. However, the
company Cooper has joined this season
speaks for itself. '
This past season, Cooper has passed
Erich Reibe "92, Dan Thomas '60, Tom
Port '07 and Bryan Nelson '03. Cooper's
2,000 career points now sit second on
the all-ti- me list on to the 2,370 scored
by Tom Dinger '71.
"It's a great accomplishment given
the players who have played here. It was
one of my goals coming in to leave as
one of the best players
in school history, but
to be compared with
Tom Dinger and
Bryan Nelson, it's a
great honor," said
Cooper.
Cooper also has a
chance to win his sec-
ond conference player
of the year award.
Coojxt. won the award
in 2006 when he led
the team in scoring
with 19.2 points per
game, shooting 56 per-
cent from the field,
made 47 percent of his
three-poi- nt attempts,
and shot 82 percent
from the line. This
year, Cooper is already
arguably having an
even better year, aver-
aging team-hig- h 19.6
points per game and
leading the team in
field goals made (178),
three-pointe- rs (64),
three-poi- nt field goal
percentage (52 per
'
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cent) and free throws James Cooper '08, is leading the team iii scoring for the third
made (89). ' season in a row and could be in line for his second NCAC
As the leader of the
best team in the con
Player of the Year award (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
ference, Cooper would seem like a shoo-i-n
to.win.the award for a second time. It
would be the third year in a row that a
Wooster player had won the award, as
Port won it in 2007. However, Cooper
feels one of the most important accom-
plishments has already been completed.
After defeating Allegheny 84-7-4 last
week in the regular season home finale,
.
the Scots won their fourth straight out-
right regular season conference title. To
Women's basketballfalls
short of NCAC tourney
..
-
. v
Cooper, this feat stands out to him.
"It obviously would feel great to win
the conference player of the year
award again, but ... I'd much rather win
the conference than the player of the
year in the conference," he said.
To Cooper, though, the most memo-
rable moment of his career came last
season in Pittsford, N.Y. when the team
defeated Brockport State 94-8-7 in over-
time to reach the Final Four in Salem,
they in turn lost
can claim that I
worked for hours
on this column.
It's coming
down to crunch
time. The ques-
tion is, "Will I fin- -
ish I.S. before March Madness takes
over my life?" Judging by this week,
the answer is a no.
After going almost the entire sea
to No.. 14
Vanderbilt. This is why people love
college basketball Academic U.
can stomp Illiterate U. if they just
get hot. My I.S. has a pitcher's
chance in Colorado.
In other college basketball news,
the Kelvin Sampson era is over at
Indiana. I usually root for the
Hoosiers, but I have to say that 1 feel
no sympathy for Indiana, no matter
what penalty they get hit with.
When Indiana signed Samj)son, his
old school, Oklahoma, had to pay for
his rior rules violations. This
Va. In that game.
Cooper scored
34 points,
including nine in
overtime, and
was named the
sectional MVP.
"The most
memorable
moment has to
be making the
Final Four. As a
first-yea- r
here, you heard
about how they
went to the Final
Four in 2003, so
it felt great to
finally do it last
year," said
Cooper.
That moment
sticks out to
Cooper. "Making
it to the Final
Four last year as
the second team
in school history,
that's
.
more
important than
the individual
awards. What
you do in the
tournament is
more important
than what do you during the season."
Cooper said one reason for the team's
consistent success is head coach Steve
Moore. "He's a great motivator. He
knows what to say at the right time.
He's always honest. He definitely keeps
you humble that's for sure."
Cooper said that Moore's competi-
tive nature rubs off on the entire
team. "He's probably the most compet-
itive person I've ever been around.
shouldn't have surprised anyone.
Last year when Indiana stole Eric
Gordon from Illinois,, it aroused
many people's suspicions, and it
seems they were right.
You have to wonder if Indiana
made the right move in getting rid of
Bobby Knight. I'm. not saying that
Knight was a great guy, it's not like I
would trust him to babysit. However,
he didn't break the rules, his players
graduated and he molded them into
men. His methods were always ques-
tionable, but you could never argue
the results on the court and in the
classroom.
In football news, old guys with big
He's the' winningest coach'in school
history and one of the best coaches in
the country," said Cooper.
One of the other reasons Coojxt
was drawn to Wooster was the tradi-
tion of the program. As a high school
senior, Coojxt got to exjxTience one of
college basketball's greatest rivalries
firsthand. "I went to the Woo-Wi- tt
game ddwn in Springfield. It was a
great game," he said.
While Cooht has made it look easy
on the court, dribbling around defend-
ers while leaving them in his wake and
pulling up for a perfect fade away jump
shot, Cooper is not easy on himself.
Cooper's drive, both figuratively and lit-
erally, have made him the top player' in
the conference for a while now. "I'm not
satisfied easily. I'm probably my worst
critic. I hate missing shots. I go over
tapes. That helps a lot."
Even after the season. Cooper's bas-
ketball career is far from over. After
graduation in May, Cooper hoes to
play professionally in Europe. Cooper
said that he hoX's to play in Italy,
Greece or Spain, which are the top three
leagues in Euroe. Coojxt jJans to hire
an agent after the season and send out
tapes soon afterwards. .
While Cooper will graduate as
arguably one of the greatest players in
school history, there is still one thing
Cooper hasn't crossed off yet a
national championship. The team is
currently 23-- 3.
Cooper feels that if the team plays its
game during the national tournament,
they will have a very good shot at get-
ting back to Salem and cutting down
the nets there for the first time in schxl
history. If Cooper can accomplish that
feat, he might well retire as the greatest
player in school history.
"Hopefully, we're not finished yet."
Penguins, X-M-en and J-Ho-pe hugs
If you are execting a masterpiece
this week, you're silly. I'm working
on I.S. So,' I'm sorry, but I figure if
Bud Selig can claim that baseball has
been actively working on controlling
nidholt
drugs for years, I
son undefeated, No. ar-i-k--i.l ,1 ,1 . r , I ' l'l
contracts got cut, and a bunch of
people went to Indy to watch the
combine. I don't mention the actual
athletes doing drills as half of them
decline, and those who did have been
overcovered by the media to the
point of nauscum. As I watched said
coverage' instead of working on I.S.,
my thoughts wandered to the effects
of illegal substances on the combine.
I mean there's no way whatever Mel
Kiper uses on his hair is legal.
Oh, and Ryan Renolds has signed
on to play Deadpool, a horribly
ignored character. The big news to
me is that Taylor Kitsch, the alco-
holic fullback from the soori-t'o-- be
cancelled (sjx'culation) "Friday Night
Lights" TV series (see that is the hair
that ties this paragraph to sports) is
going to play Gambit.
While I wonder how Kitsch will
pull off the thick Cajun accent, I'm
totally stoked (yes, stoked) that
they've finally brought my favorite
character into" the X-M- en movies.
I'm more excited than Dikembe
Mutumbo after any significant play.
Note If you do not understand
the previous sentence watch the fol-
lowing.
First, the bench during a Rockets
i Memphis fell to LuJrner tmngs mal inspire a iviutumDO-HK- e
Side
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Wooster Hockey
The College of Wooster hockey team began its sea-
son on a high note, handily defeating Oberlin College 7-- 3
last weekend.
The Scots took control early, thoroughly controlling
the action in the first period to take a 3-- 0 lead, courtesy
of goals by Brian Carlson "11, Erik Shoger '08 and
Andrew Dirgo '11, Brittany Montgomery '10,-Asht- on
Deist '.10, Justin OConor '09 and Kyle Closen '08
recorded assists.
The Scots continued their run in the second, scoring
four more goals to take a commanding 7-- 0 lead. Karl
Ruter '10 recorded two goals in the period and Shoger.
and Dirgo each notched their second goals of the game.
Oberlin fought back in the thjrd period, scoring two
goals and also managing to finally stop the Scot offense.
However, it was too little to late and the Scots skated
away with a 7-- 2 victory. Closen assisted on two goals,
with Ruter and Tim Golding 'l 1 also recording assists.
Jon Howden '09 picked up the win in goal with a
strong 28-sa- ve erforiii,iie for Wooster.
Oberlin will have another chance at the Scots on
Sunday at 11:45 in the Scots' home ojener at Alice
Noble Ice Arena .
game. Second, the
highlights of
No. 2 Tennessee, reaction from me: penguins, Stephen Sondheim, Dw'Bht Howird''
i iii. vimiiihi a uivj- - nvijn i iiiuii
nt celebrate for chocolate, bunnies, chocolate bunnies
long, however, as
dunk
(the cameras cut
right to Mutonibo).
note to note I firmly
believe that there was a cameraman
trained to Mutonibo for the entire
dunk contest, simply for reaction
shots, and I couldn't be hapier.
In closing, a short list of other
things that inspire a Mutumbo-lik- e
reaction from me: enguins, Stejhen
Sondheim, chocolate, bunnies, choco-
late bunnies, pandas, the end of the
writer's strike and J- -l lope hugs.
Nick "I'm past caring" Holt is a sports
editorfor the Voice. I If can be reached
at nholtOKumuster.edu
Track and Field
The track and field teams teams took part in the
Greater Cleveland Championships hosted by Baldwin-Walla- ce
last Friday, Feb. 22. The men's team finished
fifth out of eight teams and the women finished eighth
out of nine.
Bryan Albani '10 had a very strong performance in
the 55 meter hurdles. Albani's time of 7.84 broke the
record set by teammate Dierre Taylor '09 of 7.85.
Jon Mathis '10 also had continued his strong indoor
campaign this season, placing third in the high jump (6
feet, 1.25 inches).
For the women, Katie Dale '09 placed third in the
shot put with a throw of 35 feet, 9.25 inches.
Elizabeth Waldrop ' had a high jump of 4 feet, 8.75
inches.
Men's Tennis
Yesterday's match against Ohio Wesleyan has been
postponed. The Ohio Wesleyan match will now take
place at 6 p.m. on March 12 at Hilton Head, S.C. The
match will be the first of seven during the Scots' annu-
al trip to Hilton Head.
Briefs compiled by Nick Holt and Andrew logel.
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Scots trample Oberlin, host Wabash in NCAC semis
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Brandon Johnson '09 had eight points, four assists and two
steals as the team coasted to a 104-7- 1 victory over Oberlin on
Tuesday evening (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
Chris Sweeney
Editor in Chief
The College of Wooster (23-S- ,- 15-- 1)
men's basketball team put the finishing
touches on their impressive regular sea-
son with a 92-6- 5 win over Earlham
College (4-2-1, 2-- 1 4) last Saturday. Then
on Tuesday, Wooster played host to
eighth-seed- ed Oberlin College (5-2- 1, 4--12)
and advanced to the NCAC semifi-- .
nals by virtue of a 104--71 thrashing of
the Yeomen.
Fifth-seed- ed Wabash College (17-- 9,
10--6) will face the Scots in the semifi-
nals at 8 p.m. tonight thanks to their 86-7-3
road win over fourth-seed- ed Kenyon
College (13-1- 3, 1 1- -5) on Tuesday.
People expecting to see another
NCAC championship showdown
between Wooster and NCAC nemesis
Baseball team ranked number one behind deep pitching staff
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
The more things change, the more
things stay the same for the Wooster
baseball team. The Scots will start
this spring like they usually do
with a wealth of returning talent, a
lofty preseason ranking and high
expectations.
For the third time since 1998, the
Scots are the national pre-seas- on
number one. The main reason for the
Scots' high billing is the return of a
pitching staff that was lights out last
season.
Leading the Scots' staff will be
first team Ail-Ameri- can pitcher
Adam Samson '08 and second-tea- m
Ail-Ameri-
can Andy Trapuzzano '09.
Last season, Samson didn't record a
loss all year, posting a record of 1 1- -0.
He also had a microscopic earned
run average of 1.61 and 76 strike-
outs in 78 13 innings. Samson
became the first pitcher in school his-
tory to be named a first-tea- m Ail-Ameri- can
and earned a host of other
accolades last season as well
NCAC Pitcher of the Year and
Mideast Region Pitcher of the Year.
Trapuzzano was arguably just as
dominant, recording a record of 9-- 2,
an ERA of 2.32 and 93 strikeouts in 85
13 innings. Trapuzzano was named
to first-tea- m all-regi- on and first-tea- m
all-confere-
nce awards last year.
Matt Barnes '09, who was an All-Mide- ast
selection last year along
with Samson and Trapuzzano, com-
pletes the Scots' big three. Barnes
went 9-- 2 last year with an ERA of
2.49, notching 86 strikeouts in 72
13 innings. Barnes burst onto the
scene as the Scots' No. 3 starter last
year with a plus fastball that blew
hitters away. Barnes led the team
with 10.7 strikeouts per nine innings
and was named NCAC Newcomer of
Wittenberg University (16-1- 0, 12-- 4)
will be sorely disappointed. The third-seed- ed
Tigers dropped a 65-6- 3 decision
on their home floor against sixth-seed- ed
Allegheny College (12-1- 4, 6-1- 0) in
the NCAC quarterfinals on Tuesday
night.
The Gators will square bff against
second-seede- d Ohio Wesleyan
University (18-- 7, 12-- 4) who defeated
seventh-seede- d Hiram College (9-1- 7,
5-1- 1) 84-6-6 in their NCAC quarterfi-
nal game on Wednesday night. The
two teams face off tonight at 6 p.m.
here in Timken Gym. The winners of
each semifinal play tomorrow at 7 p.m.
for the NCAC title and automatic bid
to the NCAA Div. Ill tournament.
Tuesday was also a big night for
James Cooper '08. Cooper became the
second player in Wooster history to
the Year. With three aces in Samson,
Trapuzzano and Barnes, the Scots
should have a chance to win every
time one of their three talented
starters takes'the hill.
In addition to this talented trio,
Mark Miller' '09 and Matt DeGrand
'10 look to build on the coming-o- ut
parties they enjoyed in 2007.
If the team can get a lead after
eight innings this season, the game
will be all but signed, sealed and
delivered. In his first full season,
Miller became the team's closer and
was lights out. Miller led the team
with a 1.49 ERA and an opponents
batting average of just .140 in 42
13 innings. Miller tied a school
record with eight saves last season
on his way to being named honorable
mention on the All-NC- AC team last
year. Despite the fact that Miller
excelled in the closer role last sea-
son, head coach Tim Pettorini could
also use Miller as a fourth starter.
DeGrand is the team's fifth quality
'pitcher and figures to see an
increased role after a fine first-ye- ar
season in 2007. DeGrand went 5-- 0
and was used as the team's fourth
starter last year, starting seven
games and recording an ERA of
2.79. DeGrand was fifth on the team
in innings, pitched with 38 23, and
after a strong campaign last year,
DeGrand should see his number of
innings pitched increase.
John Warren '09 and Tanner Hall
'10 should also figure into the mix.
Warren pitched 3 1 innings last year,
recording a record of 3-- 1 with an
ERA of 3.77. Hall pitched 17 ls
innings last year and posted a record
of 2-- 0 and an ERA of 4.15. Warren
and Hall should provide nice insur-
ance policies if any of the big five
miss time due to injury. . -
Pettorini may have to lean on his
stud staff early in the season as the
00
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score 2,000 career points, joining Tom
Dinger '7 1. Dinger is Woosters leading
scorer with 2,370 career points. Cooper
also becomes the third NCAC player to
reach the milestone, joining Ohio
Wesleyan's Scott Tedder (2,501) and
Oberlin's Chip Winiarski (2,303).
Dinger reached 2,000 for the Scots
when Wooster was a part of the Ohio
Athletic Conference (OAC).
Wooster's NCAC quarterfinal against
Oberlin was over before it began. The
Scots never trailed and jumped out to
an 8-- 0 lead highlighted by Brandon
Johnson's '09 dunk off of a fast break.
Wooster pushed its lead all the way to '
28--9 and the Scot lead never dipped
below 15 for the duration of the game.
Cooper led the Scots with 28 points
and shot 12 of 15 from the field. He also
added three steals. Marty Bidwell '09
chipped in 14 and Robert Melick '10
had another solid game off the bench
with 12 points, respectively. Bryan
Wickliffe '1 1 led the team in rebounds
with nine. Evan Will' '08, Devin Fulk
'08, Craig Elam '10 and Melick also all
added five rebounds each. Johnson led
the team in assists with four.
.
Wooster dominated all facets of the
game, especially the glass where they
out rebounded Oberlin 40-1-8. While
Oberlin shot 'better from the charity
stripe, 90 percent to the Scots 76.
Wooster got to the line 37 times, and
made 28, while the Yeoman only shot
10 free throws.
Wooster finished the regular season
last Saturday with a route of
Earlham. During the game, Cooper
set the Scots record for career three-pointe- rs
made sinking his 234th
three-ba- ll to pass former teammate
Tom Port's '07 mark of 231.
The Scots never trailed, jumping
out to an 18-- 1 advantage in the first
seven minutes of the game and went
irlto the locker room up 13 (44-31- ).
After coming out and pushing their
lead up to 26 in the second half (66-40- ),
Earlham never got within 25 for
the rest of the game.
Cooper led Wooster with 29 points,
followed by Will and Bidwell with 14
team will break in four new starters
in the lineup. The team will lose its
top hitter from last season, Sheldon
Steiner '07, who led the team with a
.384 average, ten homers and 49 runs
batted in.
A player who could more than
make up for the loss of Steiner is Pat
Christensen '08. Christensen burst
onto the national scene as a first-yea- r,
posting an average of .384, 16
.
homers and 64 RBIs. Christensen
was named a second-tea- m All-Ameri- ca.
However, Christensen has
been bothered by injuries the past
two years.
Last year, despite a nagging stress
fracture, Christensen was still named
a first-tea- m All-NC- AC performer as
he batted .333 with eight homers and
40 RBIs. If Christensen can stay
healthy, not only could he fill the siz--
s
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Anthony Trapuzzano '09 is one of two preseason Ail-Ameri- can
hurlers on the Scots' pitching staff. Trapuzzano was an All-Mide- ast
selection last season (Photo courtesy OPI).
A group of faculty id staff who are
and ten, respectively. Johnson led the
team in rebounds with seven while
Will, Fulk and Ian Franks '11 added
five each. Johnson also led the team in
assists with six.
Wooster owned a 46-2-3 advantage on
the glass and out shot the Quakers from
the field 53 percent to 40.
By continuing their impressive 11-ga- me
win streak, the Scots climbed one
spot to No. 1 1 in the latest dshoops.com
poll. On a more surprising note,
Wooster dropped one spot to No. 3 in
the latest NCAA Div. Ill Great Lakes
regional rankings despite former No. l
Capital University (21-- 4) losing 80-7-4
to Heidelberg College (20--5) in OAC
play last Wednesday. Hope College (2 1- -3)
leaped up from No. 3 to No. 1 in the
region while Capital dropped to No. 2.
The NCAA's regional rankings play
:
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Brian Wickliffe '11 and the Scots are the top seed in the NCAC
tournament this weekend (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
2007-20- 08 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
available to confidentially assist survivors
assault For assistance contact:
an important factor in seeding teams
for the NCAA Div. Ill tournament.
Should the Scots win the NCAC tour-
nament and get some help in finishing
the year No. 1 in their region, they
may be able to host every round until
the Final Four.
While regional rankings are just one
of the major factors the NCAA look at
to determine the host site, the Scots are
in possession of another quality that
plays into their favor: a large arena.
Timken Gymnasium holds a capacity of
3,400 and is among the largest in Div.
III. Needless to say, the Scots have more
than just an automatic bid at stake dur-
ing the NCAC tournament: a chance to
pave an easier road back to Salem. Even
if they only host the first two rounds of
the NCAA tournament, Wooster is
'
undefeated at home this year (14-0- ).
Nancy Anderson Longbrake Ext. 8038
MaryBader KaukeOOS Ext. 8357
'Heather Fitz Gibbon Kauke007 Ext. 8371
Para Frese KaukeOU Ext 8856
Shirley Huston-Findl- ey WishartllS Ext. 8543
Dianna Rhyan The Lilly House Ext. 8301
Carroll Meyer Westminster Church Ext 8808
able void left by Steiner, he couid also
have himself an All-Ameri- can senior
campaign.
Matthew Johnson '10 could be
primed for a breakout campaign.
Johnson seized the starting short-
stop job towards the end of last sea-
son and displayed exceptional glove
work in the field. Perhaps even more
impressive, Johnson batted .407 in 59
at bats and posted a prodigious .627
slugging percentage. He could
emerge as the lineup's No. 3 hitter.
Dan Skulina '08 batted .326 last
year with three homers and 29 RBIs.
Skulina has developed into one of
the conference's top third baseman,
but underwent shoulder surgery this
past fall. While Skulina will be
counted on as a force in the lineup, he
may do so as the team's designated
hitter instead of manning the hot
corner.
Jake Sankal '08 and Sean Karpen
'09 will bat 1- -2 this season for the
Scots. Sankal enjoyed the best season '
of his career last year, batting .341-wit-h
eight homers and 32 RBIs while
stealing 14 bases as he was named an
All-NC- AC
. honorable mention.
Karpen led the team 17 steals last
year while hitting .356.
Like so many years previously, the
team is highly ranked in the presea-
son. However, one trend the team
would like to end is folding early in
the playoffs. Last season, the team
won its first 27 games and started
39-- 3 before losing four of its last
seven games of the season failing
to make it out of the regional round
of the NCAA Tournament.
The talent, namely the pitching, is
there the team has arguably the
best collection of hurlers in the
entire country. Conventional wisdom
says . that pitching wins champi-
onships. This "season, the Svots will
put that adage to the test.
of, or those who know survivors of sexual
Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or the Campus Chaplain at Ext. 8558.
To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330) 864-333- 3, or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies.
